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Spectral Theory of Nonlinear Fluid Flows Based on the Koopman 
operator 
Igor Mezic1 
1 Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Califonia, Santa Barbara, mezic@engineering.ucsb.edu 
Since we now understand that - barring a "blinding new technology" - the power of computers that will be 
available in the foreseeable future will not allow us to compute the details of physical interactions in many of the 
current problems in biological and physical sciences, such as molecular conformation or turbulence, the problem 
of model reduction has percolated to the top of the pile of open problems in Applied Mathematics. The number 
of different approaches in this direction is large, with some of the work relying on decompositions commonly used 
in probability theory- such as the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) (or Karhunen-Loeve, or Singular 
Value Decomposition) [6], and other projection methods such as the Mori-Zwanzig formalism and optimal 
prediction [3], the formalism that involves replacing higher-order nonlinear terms with stochastic processes [7], 
scale-separation and averaging methods, balanced truncation methods developed for linear control systems, 
operator-theoretic projection methods and coarse time-stepping methods. A good summary of a number of 
these is provided by Givon et al. [5]. In these approaches an analysis of how the dynamics on the attractor of 
the system that is being reduced affects the reduction is seldom found although attempts have been made [2]. 
An exception is the approach in [1] that uses directly the asymptotic dynamics on the attractor for projection 
and methods of Dellnitz and collaborators (see e.g. [4]) that utilizes properties of the Perron-Frobenius operator 
to reduce dynamics to a Markov chain. 
Here we discuss a model reduction theory based on spectral properties of the Koopman operator, develop an 
of-attractor decomposition into modes based on such spectral properties, and apply the theory to understanding 
of modal decomposition in complex fluid flows. The formalism in this paper (following our previous work in 
[9, 8]) is based on the adjoint of the Perron-Frobenius operator, the so-called Koopman operator. We review 
the application to complex fluid flow decomposition pursued in [10] applied to jet in the crossflow situation. 
The analysis involves using Wiener's generalized harmonic analysis, and a novel concept of generalized Laplace 
transform that is used to detect off-atractor, stable and unstable modes. 
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Figure 1: a) The spectrum of the Koopman operator for a jet-in-cross-flow obtained from a solution of Navier-
Stokes equation. b) The mode corresponding to the lowest frequency mode of the Koopman operator. ([10]) 
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